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Why Email Marketing?
Email marketing increases customer loyalty,
converts prospects to sales, and is more
effective than search & social media.
• 73% of companies rate email marketing
as medium to high ROI
(smartinsights.com)
• 63% of companies surveyed would like to
hear from vendors by email at least
weekly (marketingsherpas.com)
• For every $1 spent, email marketing
generates $40 in ROI (DMA Direct
Marketers Association)
• Emails create calls to action because we
are trained to do something with an
email...reply, forward, click-through, signup.

Overview
Why is building an email marketing list so
important? The fact is that email still remains as
the top marketing promotional tool and its results
outpace all of social media combined. Consider
that the number of email users globally is over 2.6
billion and those users login every day to explore
new ideas, strategies to help their company, and
vendors that they want to connect with.
Email, combined with social media and website
lead tracking, drives viewers into your environment,
creates calls to action, and generates leads.
Building a list doesn’t have to be expensive or
difficult. The right list building techniques help
email marketers, direct sales, and channel
organizations identify potential prospects and
become very efficient in targeting individuals that
will translate into revenue-producing customers.
This eBook explores strategies to build a highquality lead lists for outbound email marketing.

Email Marketing Builds
Relationships
Email marketing is important for building
relationships with prospects, leads, current or past
customers because it gives you a chance to connect
directly with them, by coming into their inbox, at a
time that is convenient for them. You will not be
intrusive if you choose your message and your
recipient wisely.
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The ROI of Email Marketing is
Measurable
Deliver an email campaign and you can track who
opened your emails, which links were clicked, and
how many people unsubscribed. Once you have this
insight, you can make adjustments and improve
your effectiveness by testing out different
approaches and going with the ones that give you
the best results.
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Economic Buyer
Has the budget for your products
or services. May hold a financial
title or could be a key manager.

Define the Ideal Customer Profile
A lead list building strategy starts by defining your target prospect.
Create a checklist of the attributes a company should have to qualify
them to be added to your list and then narrow the scope of who you
want to target. Ask yourself some of the following questions:
• Are there vertical markets or industry groups I want to focus on?
• What size company in terms of revenue, locations, employees,
etc. should I target?
• Do I want to include or exclude companies already using a service
or having a product similar to mine?
• What stage is the company current in? Early stage, growth,
mature, declining?

User Buyer
Uses the service or product and
appreciates the value. Focused on
business results and benefits.

Once you have a handle on the ideal company profile, then consider
the types of individuals within those companies you want to reach
out to. Diversify your contacts to include the following:

Technical Buyer
Evaluates features and capabilities
and seeks out multiple vendors to
get the best price. Can’t say yes, but
can say no.

• Individuals that control the budget for what you sell – the financial
buyer
• Individuals that will use your services – the user buyer
• Individuals that can recommend your services to others – the
coach or influencer

Coach
Can’t make the decision, but if they
like you can help you navigate the
organization.

Look for titles that are common in the vertical markets you intend to
target. For example, if you want to reach someone who runs or
manages retail chains, then Director of Operations, Director of Retail,
Regional and District Manager are some common titles. Separating
your list by buying persona lets you target the email message to
meet the individual’s needs.
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Go to Your Existing Inventory First

Reinvigorate an older or stale email list with
an opt-in campaign.

Most companies have an inventory of available
leads that they ignore in favor of finding ones
that they have never touched before. Before
going out to the market for new leads, consider
taking an inventory of what you already have.

Send out an email campaign to an old list
you’ve marketed to in the past and prompt the
recipients to opt back in to receive additional
messages from you. Promise them they will
be removed if they don’t respond.

You may have existing customers that meet
your target list criteria and are candidates to
buy more services from you, but perhaps you
need to find additional contacts in those
organizations. If you have been to trade shows
and events, you’ve likely collected a host of
business cards that can be evaluated then
translated into electronic form if they meet the
criteria.

First, look at the bounce backs to see who has
moved on. Then remove those individuals
who never respond. Your list will now reflect
higher-quality leads who have expressed
interest in what you do, improving your
delivery and open rate.

Everyone is a member of Linkedin™, one of the
most valuable sources of business leads.
Follow the online instructions to download
your connections into Excel, then analyze and
sort them to see who may or may not be in
your target. Consider outsourcing adding
additional Linkedin connections to a freelancer
who can continue to build your connections
who then can join your lead list.

Encourage people to share your emails to
widen the net.
Include social sharing buttons and an "Email to
a Friend" button in your marketing
emails. That way, you'll gain access
to their friends, colleagues, and networks and
expand your contact list. At the bottom of
your emails, include a "Subscribe" call to
action as a simple text-based link so that the
people receiving the forwarded emails can
easily opt-in, too
Create a hyperlink for your email signature and
those of your employees. When they send out
emails, those hyperlinks can lead people to a
landing page where they can sign up for your
mailing list.
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Use a content strategy to capture
leads
Develop interesting content that doesn’t promote
your product, but rather gives people valuable
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Create a special incentive to join
your list
If you are executing a strategy to capture names by
downloading an eBook or white paper, consider
offering free content as a teaser to motivate
people to read more. Or create a special offer. If
they sign up for the list and take a survey, then
they get some incentive in return such as being
entered into a contest for a free giveaway.

them a link to a landing page or a referral form on
your website. Add a call to action button on your
emails that make it easy for them just to forward it
to their contacts.

Create a referral incentive program
Sometimes you may need to give your customer a
little push to make the referral. Consider offering a
financial incentive, a giveaway or some other
motivation to refer the prospect. For example, for
every referral that becomes a new account, the
person will receive a Starbucks gift card.
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The Upwork Process

Outsource list building to a freelancer
Outsourcing to a freelancer has now become a very organized
process driven by online platforms that connect you to freelancers,
provide information and reviews on individuals, and manage the
payment process for you. Freelancers are now global, are generally
very inexpensive and get paid assignments based on their reputation
and the quality of their work.
Once you have defined your target list objectives, you can use a
platform like Fivrr™ or Upwork™ to find a freelance resource, create
the lead generation project and task them with building your lead
list. Many freelancers use data scraping techniques to scour trade
show sites, your competitors’ sites, member organizations and
associations, industry publications or article and blog writers to come
up with detail on individuals that you want to outreach

Data scraping is the process of mining unstructured data from the
internet, converting it into structured information and presenting it in
digital form
The DIY Guide to Building a B2B Email Lead List
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Clean up your email list
Having a clean email list can be crucial in
running your campaigns or promoting events. If
too many emails on your list bounce, hit spam
traps, or are undeliverable for any reason this
can hurt your sending ability. This would result
in more of your emails getting blocked or
caught in spam filters.
That is why a lead cleaning and email
verification services is vitally important. These
services let you upload a file of emails, run
them through the cleaning service, and remove
any invalid emails.

Get leads into an electronic form and upload
to a CRM
It’s critical that you translate your lead list into
electronic form so it can be evaluated, sorted,
cleaned and imported into the email service
that will deliver your messages. Start by
creating a spreadsheet template with the
fields that you have collected such as first
name, last name, title, email, phone number,
city state, lead source, and notes.
Once your list is in spreadsheet form, get it
organized.
• Remove duplicate contacts from the list.
• Identify contacts that are missing critical
information and set them aside for further
research.
• Use the sort function to organize the list
into smaller lists based on buying persona,
company type, geography, etc.
If you are not using a CRM to track your leads,
you should get one. CRMs don’t have to be
expensive and complex like salesforce.com
and there are a number of free versions or
free trials in the marketplace.

A clean email list delivers more
opens, less bounces, more clicks
and better results
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If you don’t organize your lead list from the
beginning and get it into technology that you
can use to track the progress of those leads,
it’s going to be more complicated when you
have to deal with a large number of leads in
the future.
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6 Leading Email Validation & Cleaning Services

Huboco

FormGet

One of the best-known email list
validation services easily carries
out bulk email verification and
validation for any list. Hubuco
ensures you only send emails to
real users and helps you separate
the low-quality addresses from
high-value contacts. View the site

This email list cleaning service
provides an easy process to
upload a bulk email list, click on
the clean list button and get your
list cleaned. There are three type
of clean segments: spam list,
suspended list, and bounce
list. View the site

@EmailChecker

X Verify

Mailbox Validator

A market leader offering a bulk
list cleaning service with an
impressive deliverability rate of
97%. The drag-and-drop
dashboard is easy to use and a
support team is available for help.
Email Checker offers both bulk list
cleaning and real-time verification
with domain, mailbox, syntax and
format checks. View the site

Validates all email addresses
globally and checks each one to
make sure the username is
registered at the domain. Built-in
auto-correction notifies you when
you spell a domain incorrectly.
Xverify has 98% accuracy across
all major email domains including
AOL, Yahoo, Hotmail and
Gmail. View the site

This email validation service
improves email delivery success
rate by reducing bad email due to
undelivered or bounces. The
platform comes with built-in
fraud protection to ensure none
of the addresses are from
temporary accounts or linked to
known fraudsters. They claim to
clean and verify email up to
96%. View the site
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QuickEmailVerification
QuickEmailVerification’s list
cleaning hygiene email service
investigates all email addresses
and marks them as valid, invalid
and unknown. It checks for bad
domains, disposable email
addresses, role accounts and
spam traps. View the site
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Contact Convey
1-888-975-1382
www.conveyservices.com
support@conveyservices.com

Summary
Leads are the life blood of any business so having a strategy to collect
them, organize them and verify the data in the list is critical to the
success of any outbound email campaign. You don’t have to be a
lead generation expert or have a large budget to collect high-quality
leads. Go first to your existing inventory of contacts, use the DIY
techniques to add more leads, and consider using a freelancer to
data scrape from industry trade shows, competitor sites, and
associations.
Once you’re ready to go with your lead list, reach out to Convey to
explore its new Conduct Campaign technology designed for business
to business email marketing.
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